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Abstract. We examine erasure correction and locality properties of reg-
ular and biregular hypergraph codes. We propose a construction of t-
uniform t-partite biregular hypergraphs based on (c, d)-regular bipartite
graphs. We show that for both the regular and biregular case, when the
underlying hypergraph has expansion properties, the guaranteed erasure
correcting capability for the resulting codes is improved. We provide
bounds on the minimum stopping set size and cooperative locality of
these hypergraph codes for application in distributed storage systems.
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1 Introduction

The past decade has seen an increased interest in coding for distributed storage
systems (DSS) due to the increasing amounts of data that need to be stored
and accessed across many servers. A primary focus in this area is the design of
codes with locality properties, where error correction of small sets of symbols
may be performed efficiently without having to access all symbols or all infor-
mation from accessed symbols, and where data may be protected by multiple
repair groups. Coding techniques optimizing different aspects of the storage and
retrieval problem yield different families of codes, such as batch codes, locally re-
pairable codes, private information retrieval codes, and local regeneration codes,
[1–3], with connections among them [4, 5].

Codes from regular hypergraphs with expansion-like properties were intro-
duced and analyzed in [6] and [7]. As was shown for expander codes that have
underlying expander graph representations, the authors show that better ex-
pansion (referred to as ε-homogeneity in the hypergraph case) implies improved
minimum distance and error correction. Indeed, [8] gives a construction of one of
the few explicit algebraic families of asymptotically good codes known to date,
and there have since been several papers addressing the design and analysis of
codes using expander graphs [9, 10]. In this paper, we consider codes based on
regular hypergraphs (i.e. all vertices have the same degree) as well as biregular
hypergraphs (i.e. vertices have one of two distinct degrees), and present bounds
on their error-correction capabilities in the context of distributed storage, specif-
ically the minimum stopping set size and cooperative locality of the codes.



This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents relevant background.
We derive bounds on the minimum stopping set size and cooperative locality of
regular hypergraph codes in Section 3. In Section 4, we show how to construct
a t-uniform t-partite biregular hypergraph from an underlying (c, d)-regular bi-
partite graph and provide similar bounds. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

A hypergraph H is a set of vertices V along with a set of edges E, where E is
a set of subsets of V . A hypergraph is t-uniform if every edge contains exactly
t vertices, and it is t-partite if the vertex set V can be partitioned into t vertex
sets V1, . . . , Vt such that no edge contains more than one vertex from any part.
In this paper we will use H = (V1, V2, . . . , Vt;E) to denote a t-uniform t-partite
hypergraph in which each edge contains exactly one vertex from each part. A
hypergraph is ∆-regular if every vertex belongs to ∆ edges. We assume that
all hypergraphs considered in this paper have no parallel edges. That is, no two
distinct edges are comprised of exactly the same set of vertices.

Such t-uniform t-partite ∆-regular hypergraphs were used in [6, 7] to design
codes where the edges of the hypergraph represent the code symbols, and the
vertices of the hypergraph represent the constraints. Specifically, when there are
n vertices in each part, the block length of the corresponding hypergraph code is
n∆ and the number of constraint vertices is nt. As in [11], each constraint node
represents a linear block length ∆ code (commonly referred to as a “subcode”),
and is satisfied when the assignment on the edges incident to that constraint
node form a codeword of the subcode. This is similar to generalized low density
parity-check (LDPC) codes as defined in [11], in which the constraint nodes may
be more sophisticated than simple parity-check codes.

Sipser and Spielman [8] show that the guaranteed error correction capabilites
of a code may be improved when the underlying graph is a good expander. Let
G be a (c, d)-regular bipartite graph with m left vertices of degree c and n right
vertices of degree d, and let µ be the second largest eigenvalue (in absolute value)
of the adjacency matrix of G. Then for subsets S and T of the left and right
vertices, respectively, the number of edges in the subgraph induced by S ∪ T is
at most |E(S, T )| ≤ d

m |S||T |+
µ
2 (|S|+ |T |) [12]. Loosely speaking, a graph is a

good expander if small sets of vertices have large sets of neighbors; graphs with
small second largest eigenvalue have this property. Bilu and Hoory introduced
an analogous notion for hypergraph expansion as follows:

Definition 1. [6] Let H = (V1, V2, . . . , Vt;E) be a t-uniform t-partite ∆-regular
hypergraph with n vertices in each part. Then H is ε-homogeneous if for every
choice of A1, A2, . . . , At with Ai ⊆ Vi and |Ai| = αin,

|E(A1, A2, . . . , At)|
n∆

≤
t∏
i=1

αi + ε
√
ασ(1)ασ(2),



where σ ∈ St is a permutation on [t] such that ασ(i) ≤ ασ(i+1) for each i ∈ [t−1],
and E(A1, . . . , At) denotes the set of edges which intersect all of the Ai’s.

Let [N,K,D] denote a binary linear code with block length N , dimension
K, and minimum distance D. The following bounds on the rate and minimum
distance of a code Z from an ε-homogeneous t-uniform t-partite ∆-regular hy-
pergraph with n vertices in each part and a [∆,∆R,∆δ] subcode C at each
constraint node are given in [6]:

rate(Z) ≥ tR− (t− 1) (1)

dmin(Z) ≥ n∆
(
δ

t
t−1 − c(ε, δ, t)

)
(2)

where c(ε, δ, t)→ 0 as ε→ 0. Note that n∆ is the blocklength of Z.

The locality of a code measures how many code symbols must be used to recover
an erased code symbol. While there are a variety of locality notions relevant
to coding for distributed storage, in this paper we focus on (r, `)-cooperative
locality and (r, τ)-availability [13, 14].

Definition 2. A code C has (r, `)-cooperative locality if for any y ∈ C, any set
of ` symbols in y are functions of at most r other symbols. Furthermore, C has
(r, τ)-availability if any symbol in y can be recovered by using any of τ disjoint
sets of symbols each of size at most r.

3 Bounds on Regular Hypergraph Codes

In this section, we examine the erasure correction and cooperative locality of
regular hypergraph codes. First, a stopping set in the Tanner graph representing
a generalized LDPC code is a subset S of the variable nodes such that each
neighbor of S has at least dmin(C) neighbors in S, where C is the subcode
represented by the constraint vertices [15, 16]. It was initially shown in [17] that
stopping sets characterize iterative decoder failure for simple LDPC codes (i.e.
when the subcodes are simple parity check codes) on the binary erasure channel.
We first define stopping sets for regular hypergraph codes and give a lower bound
on the minimum stopping set size.

Definition 3. Let Z be a code on a hypergraph H = (V1, . . . , Vt;E), with edges
representing code symbols and vertices representing the constraints of a subcode
C. Then a stopping set S is a subset of the edges of H such that every vertex
contained in an element of S is contained in at least dmin(C) elements of S.

Though the size of a minimum stopping set depends on both the hypergraph
representation and the choice of subcode, we denote this size by smin(H), and
assume that the subcode is clear from context.



Theorem 1. Let H be a t-uniform t-partite ∆-regular hypergraph. If the vertices
of H represent constraints of a subcode C with minimum distance dmin(C) and
block length ∆, then the size of the minimum stopping set, smin(H), is bounded
by

smin(H) ≥ dmin(C)t/(t−1). (3)

Proof. Let H be as above, and let S be a minimum stopping set. Each edge
in S contains exactly one constraint node from each of the t parts of H, so
each part of H has exactly |S| = smin(H) incident edges belonging to S. Each
constraint node contained in an edge in S must be contained in at least dmin(C)
edges in S. By the pigeonhole principle, the number of vertices in any part of
H that are contained in some edge in S is bounded above by smin(H)/dmin(C).
Indeed, were there more than smin(H)/dmin(C) vertices incident to S in a single
part, some vertex must have fewer than smin(H)/(smin(H)/dmin(C)) = dmin(C)
incident edges from S, a contradiction. Now consider the maximum size of S:
this amounts to counting the number of edges possible, given that each edge
is incident to exactly one vertex of (at most) smin(H)/dmin(C) vertices in each
of the t parts of H. That is, there are at most (smin(H)/dmin(C))t edges in S.
Thus, (

smin(H)

dmin(C)

)t
≥ smin(H)⇒ smin(H) ≥ dmin(C)t/(t−1).

The bound of Theorem 1 is tight. For example, when H is a complete 3-
uniform 3-partite hypergraph with at least two vertices in each part and con-
straint code C such that dmin(C) = 4, it is easy to show that smin(H) = 8.

Since the errors of particular relevance to DSS are erasures (such as a server going
down), we can use the stopping set bound to characterize how many errors can
be corrected. Theorem 1 guarantees that we may correct any dmin(C)t/(t−1) −
1 erasures using iterative decoding. If C is a code with locality r1, at most
(smin(H)/dmin(C)) · r1 · t other codeword symbols are involved in the repair of
the erasures in the decoding process. This yields the following:

Corollary 1. If the subcodes C of the regular hypergraph code Z have r1 locality,
then Z has (r, `)-cooperative locality where

r = r1tsmin(H)/dmin(C) (4)

smin(H)− 1 ≥ ` ≥ dmin(C)t/(t−1) − 1. (5)

Observe that if the subcode C has (r, τ)-availability, then the hypergraph
code Z has at least (r, τ)-availability.

We now extend the result to codes on hypergraphs with known ε-homogeneity.



Theorem 2. Let H = (V1, V2, . . . , Vt;E) be a t-uniform t-partite ∆-regular ε-
homogeneous hypergraph where there are n vertices in each of the t parts. If the
subcodes C have minimum distance dmin(C),

smin(H) ≥
((

1− ε∆

dmin(C)

)
nt−1dmin(C)t

∆

)1/(t−1)

. (6)

For ε < dmin(C)(nt−1−∆)
∆nt−1 , this gives an improvement on the bound in Theorem 1.

Proof. Let S be a minimum stopping set. By Theorem 1, smin(H) ≥ dmin(C)t/(t−1).
Now, let Ai ⊆ Vi be the set of vertices in Vi, for i ∈ [t], contained in an edge in
S. By ε-homogeneity,

smin(H) = |S| ≤ |E(A1, . . . , At)| ≤ n∆

(
t∏
i=1

αi + ε
√
ασ(1)ασ(2)

)
.

Since |Ai| ≤ smin(H)/dmin(C) for all i, αi ≤ smin(H)/ndmin(C). Thus, the above
inequality simplifies to obtain the result:

smin(H) ≤ n∆

((
smin(H)

ndmin(C)

)t
+ ε

smin(H)

ndmin(C)

)
.

Observe that we have shown in general that

smin(H) ≥
((

1− ε∆

dmin(C)

)
nt−1

∆

)1/(t−1)

dmin(C)t/(t−1).

Then, if
((

1− ε∆
dmin(C)

)
nt−1

∆

)1/(t−1)
> 1, this gives a better lower bound for

smin(H) than that found in Theorem 1. Simplifying, we have our condition on ε.

Corollary 2. Using iterative decoding on a code Z based on a t-uniform t-
partite ∆-regular ε-homogeneous hypergraph with vertices representing constraints
of a subcode C, up to((

1− ε∆

dmin(C)

)
nt−1dmin(C)t

∆

)1/(t−1)

− 1

erasures may be corrected.

In other words, if δ is the relative minimum distance of C, and N is the total
number of edges in the hypergraph (that is, the block length of the code Z), we
may correct up to a δ(δ − ε)1/(t−1) − 1

N fraction of erasures.

Remark 1. We may correct up to a δt/(t−1) − 1
N − c(ε, δ, t) fraction of erasures,

where c(ε, δ, t) → 0 as ε → 0. It can be shown that the bound in Corollary 2
improves the error correction capability of(

t− 1

t/2

)−2/t(
δ

2

)(t+2)/t

− c′(ε, δ, t)



in [6] for any 0 < δ < 1 and t ≥ 2 (i.e. for all relevant cases) and large block
length. Note that c′(ε, δ, t) 6= c(ε, δ, t), but that both vanish as ε → 0. It is
important to note that we are focusing solely on erasures, while [6] gives a
decoding algorithm and correction capabilities for more general errors.

4 Bounds on Biregular Hypergraph Codes

A construction of t-uniform t-partite ∆-regular hypergraphs is presented in [6]
based on an underlying regular bipartite expander graph. In this section we
show how to obtain a t-uniform t-partite (∆1, ∆2)-biregular hypergraph from a
(c, d)-regular bipartite graph in a similar way. We provide bounds on the stop-
ping set size, cooperative locality, rate, and minimum distance for the resulting
hypergraph codes.

Definition 4. We say that a t-uniform t-partite hypergraph H = (V1, . . . , Vt;E)
is (∆1, ∆2)-biregular if the parts can be labeled such that each vertex in an odd
(resp., even) index part is contained in ∆1 (resp., ∆2) edges.

Construction 1. Let G = V ∪W be a (c, d)-regular bipartite expander graph
with |V | ≥ |W |. For t ∈ N, construct a t-uniform t-partite hypergraph H with
parts V1, . . . , Vt as follows. For odd (resp., even) i, let Vi be a copy of V (resp.,
W ). Take E(H) to be the set of edges corresponding to walks of length t−1 in G.
That is (v1, . . . , vt) with vi ∈ Vi is in E(H) if and only if (v1, . . . , vt) corresponds
to a walk in G.

Note that H is indeed t-uniform and t-partite, and has vertices of degree
∆1 = cd

t
2 edb

t
2 c−1 (resp., ∆2 = cd

t
2 e−1db

t
2 c) in odd (resp., even) index parts.

The definition of a stopping set may be extended to biregular hypergraph codes.

Definition 5. Let Z be a code on a hypergraph H = (V1, V2, . . . , Vt;E), with the
edges representing the code symbols and the vertices representing the constraints
of a subcode C1 (resp., C2) if the vertex is in an odd (resp., even) index part.
Then a stopping set S is a subset of the edges of H such that every vertex
contained in an element of S is contained in at least dmin(C1) (resp., dmin(C2))
elements of S if the vertex is in an odd (resp., even) index part.

We now give a bound on the minimum stopping set size and (r, `)-cooperative
locality of codes resulting from Construction 1. The proofs are similar to those
in Section 3 and are thus omitted.

Theorem 3. Let H be a t-uniform t-partite (∆1, ∆2)-biregular hypergraph. If
the vertices in an odd (resp., even) index part of H represent constraints of a
subcode C1 (resp., C2) with block length ∆1 (resp., ∆2), then the size of the
minimum stopping set, smin(H), is bounded by

smin(H) ≥
(
dmin(C1)d

t
2 edmin(C2)b

t
2 c
)1/(t−1)

. (7)



Corollary 3. If the subcodes C1 (resp., C2) of the biregular hypergraph code Z
have r1 (resp., r2) locality then Z has (r, `)-cooperative locality where

r = r1d
t

2
e smin(H)

dmin(C1)
+ r2b

t

2
c smin(H)

dmin(C2)
(8)

smin(H)− 1 ≥ ` ≥
(
dmin(C1)d

t
2 edmin(C2)b

t
2 c
)1/(t−1)

− 1. (9)

Observe that Z has at least the (r, τ)-availability of its subcodes.

We next extend the definition of ε-homogeneity to biregular hypergraphs and
give an improved minimum stopping set bound for the corresponding codes.

Definition 6. Let H = (V1, V2, . . . , Vt;E) be a t-uniform t-partite (∆1, ∆2)-
biregular hypergraph with n1 vertices in each odd index part and n2 vertices in
each even index part. We say that H is ε-homogeneous if for every choice of
A1, A2, . . . , At, with Ai ⊆ Vi,

|E(A1, A2, . . . At)|
∆1n1

≤
t∏
i=1

αi + ε
√
ασ(1)ασ(2),

where σ is a permutation on [t] such that ασ(i) ≤ ασ(i+1) for each i ∈ [t − 1],
and |Ai| = αin1 if i is odd and |Ai| = αin2 if i is even.

Theorem 4. Let H = (V1, . . . , Vt;E) be a t-uniform t-partite (∆1, ∆2)-regular
ε-homogeneous hypergraph where there are n1 (resp., n2) vertices in each of the
odd (resp., even) index parts. Let C1 and C2 be the subcodes of the odd and even
index parts, respectively. Then smin(H) is bounded below by

(
(n1dmin(C1))d

t
2 e(n2dmin(C2))b

t
2 c

n1∆1

(
1− εn1∆1

mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}

)) 1
t−1

. (10)

For ε <

(
1− n1∆1

n
d t
2
e

1 n
b t
2
c

2

)
mini=1,2{nidmin(Ci)}

n1∆1
, this improves the Theorem 3 bound.

We now give bounds on the rate and minimum distance of a length n1∆1 code
Z from an ε-homogeneous t-uniform t-partite (∆1, ∆2)-regular hypergraph with
n1 (resp., n2) vertices in each odd (resp., even) index part and [∆1, ∆1R1, ∆1δ1]
subcodes C1 (resp., [∆2, ∆2R2, ∆2δ2] subcodes C2).

rate(Z) ≥ R1d
t

2
e+R2b

t

2
c − (t− 1) (11)

dmin(Z) ≥ n1∆1

(
(δ
d t
2 e

1 δ
b t
2 c

2 )
1

t−1 − c(ε, δ1, δ2, t)
)

(12)



where c(ε, δ1, δ2, t)→ 0 as ε→ 0. The proofs are similar to those for the regular
hypergraph bounds given in [6] and are thus omitted.

Ramanujan graphs have the largest possible gap between their first and sec-
ond largest eigenvalues (in absolute value), and are thus the best in terms of
expansion. In [18], the authors give an explicit algebraic construction of regular
Ramanujan graphs. The existence of infinite families of (c, d)-regular bipartite
Ramanujan graphs was shown in [19]. Moreover, the regular t-uniform t-partite
hypergraphs constructed in [6] from regular expander graphs with second largest
eigenvalue λ were shown to be 2(t−1)λ-homogeneous. We conjecture that when
Construction 1 starts with a (c, d)-regular bipartite expander graph, the result-
ing hypergraph will be ε-homogeneous, where ε depends on the second largest
eigenvalue of the underlying expander graph.

5 Conclusions

We examined the erasure correcting capability of regular hypergraph codes as
well as a new code construction based on biregular hypergraphs. We provided
lower bounds on the minimum stopping set size, cooperative locality, and avail-
ability of these codes, and gave improved parameters for ε-homogeneous hyper-
graph codes. Designing explicit families of hypergraphs that are optimal with
respect to their corresponding codes’ locality properties is a line for future work.
An interesting open problem is whether the proposed construction of biregular
hypergraphs can be proven to yield biregular ε-homogeneous hypergraphs when
starting from biregular expander graphs.
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